Legacy Gift
An ideal way to leave a lasting legacy
with the Canadian Foundation for
Spiritual Care (CFSC) is a planned gift
in the form of a bequest, an
endowment or a life insurance policy.
Bequests
A bequest is eligible for tax credits and may
reduce the amount of taxes paid on an
estate after your death. To leave a bequest,
you would advise your estate lawyer to
provide a phrase in your will for the purpose
of supporting the organization with its
highest priority needs.
Endowments
An endowment is a donation of cash or
stocks that allows the principal to remain
intact while the investment income is
available for use, either for a designated
purpose or where the need is most urgent.
Life Insurance Policies
In this case the charitable organization
would be named as the beneficiary under
the policy so death benefits would be paid
directly to CFSC.
Consult Professionals
Tax laws and other legislation are subject to
change on a regular basis so please consult a
financial or legal advisor at the time of your
giving.
The Canadian Foundation for Spiritual Care
does not receive any government funding or
use professional fundraisers.
For more information please visit
www.spiritualcare.ca

Please consider a legacy gift in the form
of an endowment, a bequest or an
insurance policy toward either bursaries
for education/training or toward grants
for research.
For further information please contact:

Canadian Foundation for
Spiritual Care
Fondation canadienne de
soins spirituels
1267 Dorval Drive, Unit 27
Oakville, ON - Canada L6M 3Z4
North America: 1-866-442-2773
Toronto number: 289-837-2272
Fax: 289-837-4800
Kathy@spiritualcare.ca
www.spiritualcare.ca
Charitable Registration Number :
87362 0553 RR0001
09/25/16

LEGACY
GIFT

VALUE OF SPIRITUAL CARE
Spiritual Care Practitioners facilitate
well-being through an intentional
process of care-giving and carereceiving. They attend to the
significance of their patient’s or client’s
spiritual journey and personal stories
and how it impacts their choicemaking and their healing.

PURPOSE OF THE CANADIAN
FOUNDATION FOR SPIRITUAL
CARE
To promote the advancement of
spiritual care practice and education in
Canada by fostering research and
enhancing the training and service
possibilities for spiritual care
practitioners.

•

•

•

Professionally trained spiritual care
practitioners offer distinct benefits to
persons within our healthcare settings,
prisons, military, universities, schools,
counselling centres, communities and
faith communities. These benefits are
increasingly demonstrated by
empirical research.

Leaving a legacy gift is a wonderful
way to provide lasting support for
much needed spiritual care as we seek
to promote, maintain and sustain the
health and well-being of those in our
care. Your legacy will contribute to
making our community healthier in
body, mind and spirit.

•

The research grant has meant a
great deal to the work of Spiritual
Care in Oncology at the London
Regional Cancer Program
providing seed money for
emerging research in Spiritual
Care to the Oncology program .
With the research grant, we hope
to refine the integration of
spiritual care at the time of a
pregnancy loss, and create
heightened awareness among
health care professionals about
the importance of offering ritual
when a pregnancy/neo-natal loss
is experienced.
Your generous bursary helped me
discover my passion, and
experience the feeling of being
exactly where I was supposed to
be.
Your bursary allowed me to gain
skills that have helped me
become a better spiritual care
provider and counsellor making a
real difference in how I engage
others in my work.

